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COLD OPEN

INT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - DAY

[Reference: Scooby-Doo, Where Are You!, s01e03, “Hassle in 
the Castle”]

JONATHAN SCOTT excitedly removes his hands from DREW SCOTT’s 
eyes.

JONATHAN
Ta da!

DREW
Jonathan, why?

JONATHAN
What’s the problem? This place has 
tons of potential!

Drew steps through the first step of a staircase.

DREW
A potential death trap.

JONATHAN
You’re upset because it means you 
might have to get your hands a 
little dirty.

CAPT. VASQUEZ (O.S.)
Get out!

JONATHAN
Jeez. Don’t be so sensitive, Drew.

DREW
I didn’t say that.

On a high window ledge, the ghost of the pirate CAPTAIN 
VASQUEZ lifts a sword. His portrait, from the original 
episode, hangs beside him.

CAPT. VASQUEZ
That treasure be mine! Yarr!

He swings towards them on a rope.

END COLD OPEN



ACT ONE

INT. DINKLEY FAMILY GARAGE - DAY

In workout attire, Velma aggressively kick boxes a punching 
bag while conversing through a bluetooth earpiece.

VELMA
I can’t believe the gang’s on an 
adventure without me.

SHAGGY (O.S.)
Like, I’m sorry, Velma.

VELMA
No... It’s my fault. I agreed to do 
this science fair project with 
Alan.

EXT. DOCKS - CONTINUOUS

Shaggy follows the rest of the gang to a BOAT RENTAL BOOTH, 
talking on his cell phone.

SHAGGY
I don’t think you’re really missing 
anything. Fred’s just taking us to 
meet his old friends.

Fred steps up to the booth. Daphne notices Shaggy on the 
phone and marches over to him.

DAPHNE
Shaggy! I told you to leave Velma 
alone.

FRED
One boat rental, please.

HAL, a gruff longshoreman, with a strong “Popeye the Sailor” 
aesthetic, squints at Fred.

HAL
Identification?

FRED
Here you go.

Fred puts his ID on the counter. Hal gives it a glance.

HAL
No.
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FRED
What? Why?

HAL
You ain’t gettin’ another boat, 
kid.

FRED
Another?

HAL
Yes, another! You ran my last one 
ashore.

FRED
You’ll have to be more specific.

Daphne wrestles the phone away from Shaggy.

SHAGGY
Like, I was just telling her what 
we were doing today.

DAPHNE
No! She needs to get ready for her 
date.

SHAGGY
Date?

INT. DINKLEY FAMILY GARAGE - SAME

Velma stops practicing.

VELMA
Date?

She heads into the house.

VELMA
I’m not going on a date, Daphne.

EXT. DOCKS - INTERCUT

Daphne gets on the phone.

DAPHNE
You’re having lunch. With a boy. 
Alone. That’s a date.
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VELMA
We’re discussing our science 
project.

DAPHNE
Sure you are. [BEAT] Please promise 
me you’ll dress up. A date is no 
place for your everyday clothes. 
And call me when it’s over, because 
I want to know every detail. Bye!

She hangs up.

INT. VELMA’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Velma looks over her closet of sweaters and pleated skirts.

VELMA
What’s wrong with my everyday 
clothes?

EXT. DOCKS - SAME

Daphne hands Shaggy back his phone.

DAPHNE
I don’t want anybody calling her 
today, got it? She needs to focus 
on her date.

Shaggy and Scooby share a look.

SCOOBY
Okay.

SHAGGY
Got it.

Fred runs over to them.

FRED
Change of plans. We’re not renting 
a boat, Hal’s going to ferry us.

Hal begrudgingly unties a shabby, old boat.

EXT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - HAUNTED ISLE - LATER

The exact same castle, on the exact same island, as the 
original episode. The key difference being the construction 
equipment surrounding the estate. Hal’s boat’s docked near 
the boat Fred crashed in the original episode.
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INT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - SAME

The gang follow Fred, ducking and dodging abandoned materials 
and equipment.

DAPHNE
You didn’t say you were dragging us 
to a construction site... I 
would’ve worn different shoes.

FRED
I told you. I got an urgent call 
from my old neighbors.

SHAGGY
Like, who are they? Mr. and Mrs. 
Frankenstein?

The Scott brothers spot Fred.

JONATHAN
Fred!

DREW
Freddie!

GANG
Entrepreneurs, producers and home 
renovation experts Jonathan and 
Drew Scott!

DREW
[CORRECTING] Drew and Jonathan.

The brothers engulf Fred in a group hug.

JONATHAN
You’re massive! What’re you 
benching now? 

FRED
Two-twenty.

JONATHAN
Impressive.

DAPHNE
Is this your newest renovation?

The brothers exchange a worried glance.

DREW
It’s supposed to be, but we’ve been 
stalled by the original owner.

JONATHAN
Captain Armando Vasquez.
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He points to the portrait. Shaggy and Scooby shiver.

DAPHNE
Vasquez... Why does that name sound 
familiar?

JONATHAN
He was a pretty terrifying and 
infamous pirate during his 
lifetime.

DREW
And now he’s an even more 
terrifying ghost.

SHAGGY
A g-g-g-ghost pirate? 

Shaggy and Scooby creep backwards.

SHAGGY
It was nice to meet you both. Good 
luck with the flip.

SCOOBY
So long.

FRED
Not so fast, guys. Ghosts are our 
specialty.

DREW
That’s what we were hoping.

SHAGGY
I wasn’t.

Scooby tugs on Shaggy.

SHAGGY
Yeah, I thought we’d finally get a 
break from gruesome ghoulies too...

SCOOBY
No! Pirate!

Everyone turns. Captain Vasquez stands atop the stairs, sword 
in the air.

CAPT. VASQUEZ
Ye land-lubbers’ll never get me 
treasure!

He chases them out of the room.
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INT. BALLROOM - CONTINUOUS

Jonathan races to a ladder at the bottom of some scaffolding, 
ushering everybody up one by one, then following behind.

At the top, Scooby comes face-to-face with Captain Vasquez, 
and yelps, pushing the ladder backwards. They wobble, trying 
to stay balanced, but as Captain Vasquez races towards them, 
they hop away on it.

Captain Vasquez shoves a wheelbarrow at them, knocking the 
ladder over. Fred lands safely, still running, then the 
others all land on top of him, one by one.

EXT. DRAWBRIDGE - CONTINUOUS

As Fred runs everybody across, Captain Vasquez begins turning 
the crank to hoist the bridge up. As the angle increases, 
everyone leaps off Fred as he has a harder and harder time 
running forward.

Captain Vasquez lets out some evil laughter as he continues 
cranking. Fred leaps and grabs onto the edge of the bridge, 
climbing up and jumping off.

EXT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - CONTINUOUS

Fred lands in the arms of Jonathan.

JONATHAN
Gotcha.

Fred brushes himself off as he gets on his feet.

SHAGGY
Don’t say it, Fred.

FRED
Sorry Shaggy, but we’ve got another 
mystery on our hands.

DAPHNE
But what do we do now? Captain 
Vasquez shut us out.

DREW
Don’t worry. There’s another door 
around back.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - DAY

The Scott brothers give the gang a tour.

JONATHAN
-- that’s going to be the kitchen.

DREW
This will be the living room. 
Obviously open concept.

DAPHNE
Freddie, watch out!

Daphne pulls Fred back.

FRED
Take it easy, Daph.

DAPHNE
Sorry. My intuition’s telling me 
there’s something wrong with that 
spot.

She pulls a hammer from Jonathan’s tool belt and tosses it 
onto the spot, opening the trap door she fell through in the 
original episode.

DREW
Wow, good catch.

They all peek down the opening.

FRED
Where do you suppose it goes?

JONATHAN
The catacombs, probably.

SHAGGY
[GULPS] Catacombs?

DREW
Yeah, this place is full of 
surprises.

JONATHAN
Follow me.

The brothers, Fred and Daphne walk away.
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SHAGGY
Why do we keep coming to these 
places, Scoob?

INT. CATACOMBS - MOMENTS LATER

It’s wall-to-wall old magic equipment. Scooby points at a 
dummy’s head, in a box, that looks identical to Shaggy.

SCOOBY
Look. It’s you.

SHAGGY
[LAUGHS] You’re right, Scoob, that 
does look like me.

JONATHAN
The last tenant left behind all 
these cool, old magic tricks. 
[BEAT] What was his name, Drew?

DREW
Something with a color. Yellow 
Rubble... Red Pebbles...

GANG
Bluestone!

DREW
That’s it. But how did you --

FRED
Captain Vasquez! Of course! Our 
“Hassle in the Castle” case. That 
magician was scaring people off to 
search for Vasquez’s treasure.

DAPHNE
I knew we’d meddled here before!

SHAGGY
Nope. No way. That’s the last 
straw. Let’s go, Scoob. We’re outta 
here. We don’t need to relive this 
nightmare again.

He exits.

SHAGGY (O.S.)
Yikes!

A large, burly man with a mustache, GUS, walks into the room, 
causing Shaggy to backtrack.
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SHAGGY
Uh, guys...

JONATHAN
Don’t worry, Shaggy, that’s Gus. 
He’s our foreman.

GUS
Two more of my guys quit.

JONATHAN
Again?

GUS
Nobody wants to stay around here 
with that pirate.

DAPHNE
He doesn’t bother you?

GUS
Ghosts don’t scare me.

SHAGGY
Does anything?

GUS
Yeah. Hotshots like these two 
ruining a historic site like this 
one.

JONATHAN
We’re keeping as much of the 
original charm as we can.

DREW
And unfortunately, torture chambers 
and trap doors don’t attract many 
buyers.

GUS
Bah! That Captain has the right 
idea. This castle should be left 
alone.

He storms off.

DAPHNE
I’m sorry, but I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he was our ghost.

DREW
That’s just his personality.
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JONATHAN
So should we keep looking around 
here, or...

FRED
Uh, yeah, we need to find some 
clues. Everyone spread out.

They split off in different directions. Fred sneaks into a 
large trunk.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - SAME

Velma uncomfortably sits alone at a booth for a moment, 
before getting up to leave. On her way out, she bumps into 
ALAN CHAN, of The Amazing Chan and the Chan Clan [voiced by 
Brian Tochi] wearing his trademark sunglasses, purple vest 
and pink shirt.

ALAN
Velma! I’m so sorry I’m late.

VELMA
Alan! Hi! That’s okay.

ALAN
Were you leaving?

VELMA
What? No. I -- uh --

Her cell phone rings.

VELMA
I had to take this call.

ALAN
Oh, okay. I’ll order and find us a 
table.

VELMA
Sounds good.

She smiles awkwardly.

EXT. COFFEE SHOP - CONTINUOUS

Velma answers her phone.

VELMA
Fred?
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INT. TRUNK - INTERCUT

Fred’s crammed himself into the dark, small space, lit only 
by his phone’s screen.

FRED
Hi, Velma. I know Daph said not to 
call you on your date, but --

VELMA
It’s not a date.

FRED
Sure. [MOVING ON] So we’re at the 
estate we caught Bluestone at and 
the ghost of Captain Vasquez is 
haunting it now.

VELMA
No way! You’re on Haunted Isle 
without me!

FRED
Yeah, but we haven’t found any 
clues and I was hoping you could 
help. Maybe point me in the right 
direction.

VELMA
It’s a little hard to give advice 
when I’m not there. I know the 
Nautical History Museum has an 
exhibit on Captain Vasquez that --

FRED
Perfect! Thanks!

He hangs up.

VELMA
Uh, Fred? Hello?

She looks into the coffee shop. Alan smiles and waves to her 
through the window. She sighs and waves back.

INT. CATACOMBS - SAME

Scooby sniffs the trunk as Fred pops out, sending him into 
Shaggy’s arms.

SCOOBY
Ghost!
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FRED
No, Scooby. It’s me.

DREW
What were you doing in a trunk?

DAPHNE
Were you talking to Velma?

Fred sheepishly hides his cell phone behind his back.

FRED
Nope. I was remembering there’s a 
Captain Vasquez exhibit at the 
Nautical History Museum. I think 
that may be our best bet for some 
clues.

JONATHAN
With two less crew, I’ve got to 
stay and do some demo work if we 
want to stay on schedule.

SCOOBY
We’ll help.

SHAGGY
Scoob and I have quite a bit of 
construction experience. Plus the 
more we can avoid that pesky 
pirate, the better.

DREW
Great! Then I’ll go look around the 
museum.

JONATHAN
Of course you will, Drew. Any 
excuse to get out of work.

DREW
If this means I avoid getting my 
suit dirty, that’s a happy 
coincidence.

JONATHAN
Whatever you say...

SHAGGY
Wait. How hard’s this going to be?

Drew grabs Fred and Daphne by the arms.
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DREW
Let’s go before they change their 
minds.

INT. DEMOLISHED ROOM - LATER

Shaggy, Scooby and Jonathan sledgehammer through a wall.

SHAGGY
Who wouldn’t want to do this? This 
is fun!

JONATHAN
You guys want to try the 
jackhammer? There’s some foundation 
issues in the other room.

SCOOBY
Yeah, yeah, yeah!

JONATHAN
All right, but first let’s get this 
picked up.

REVEAL: They’re surrounded by rubble from the several walls 
that have been demolished.

SHAGGY
Wait. We’ve got to clean up too?

SCOOBY
All of it?

JONATHAN
You didn’t think we’d leave it a 
mess, did you?

Shaggy and Scooby share a look.

SCOOBY
Sort of.

JONATHAN
[LAUGHS] Come on, let’s grab some 
shovels.

INT. SUPPLY ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Jonathan pulls a shovel from a bin.

JONATHAN
Pass it down.
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He hands it to Shaggy.

SHAGGY
Pass it down.

He hands it to Scooby.

SCOOBY
Pass it down.

He hands it to Captain Vasquez. Jonathan pulls another shovel 
and hands it to Shaggy.

JONATHAN
And another...

Shaggy hands it to Scooby.

SHAGGY
Here you go.

Jonathan pulls one more shovel.

JONATHAN
Let’s go.

SHAGGY
What about my shovel?

JONATHAN
What do you mean? I pulled three.

He counts them off.

JONATHAN
One. Two. Three...

They all look at Captain Vasquez at the end of the row.

CAPT. VASQUEZ
Argh! Leave me castle be!

SHAGGY
Zoinks!

They run off.

INT. UNDER CONSTRUCTION ROOMS - CONTINUOUS

Shaggy, Scooby and Jonathan run in, slam the door shut, 
barricade it with equipment, then run in another room. They 
do the same there, then in one more room. Captain Vasquez 
reaches the first door and tries to push it open.
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JONATHAN
That oughta stop him.

CAPT. VASQUEZ (O.S.)
Argh!

The trio peek around the door, realizing the walls have all 
been torn down. Captain Vasquez smiles.

CAPT. VASQUEZ
Ahoy, mateys.

He draws his sword and runs towards them through the frames. 
The trio hurry off.

INT. COFFEE SHOP - SAME

Velma and Alan sit across from one another, enjoying each 
other’s company.

ALAN
-- I mean, I can play the drums, 
but with so many of us in the band, 
I usually stick to my oboe.

VELMA
Wow, I didn’t realize you were into 
music. Are we --

She notices her cell phone buzzing.

VELMA
Excuse me. I need to -- wash my 
hands.

She grabs her phone and runs off.

ALAN
“Are we”, what?

Outside the restroom doors, out of Alan’s sight, Velma 
answers her phone.

VELMA
What is it, Scooby? Find some 
clues? I’ve been dying to know 
what’s going on.

INT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - INTERCUT

Scooby’s on his cell phone, mid-chase.
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SCOOBY
Pirate chase!

VELMA
You’re being chased by the pirate?

SCOOBY
Uh huh.

VELMA
Oh no! What should I do?

Captain Vasquez takes a swipe at Scooby, his sword smacking 
against a suit of armor, with a distinctive clang.

SCOOBY
Help!

From his seat, Alan leans over and notices Velma standing by 
the restroom doors on her phone.

VELMA
Wait. What was that?

Scooby turns around as Captain Vasquez swipes at him again 
and hits a vase, with a distinctive crash.

SCOOBY
Sword!

VELMA
Interesting...

Shaggy and Jonathan wave Scooby towards an open window.

SHAGGY
Scoob, grab on!

SCOOBY
Gotta go.

VELMA
Okay, bye. Be careful.

Alan hurriedly sits upright as Velma heads back to the table.

SCOOBY
Bye, Velma.

He jumps on Shaggy and the three leap out, using a tapestry 
as a parachute.
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EXT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - CONTINUOUS

They crash in the sand. Fred, Daphne and Drew run over.

FRED
Are you all right?

Daphne notices Scooby’s cell phone.

DAPHNE
Scooby-Doo. Did you call Velma?

SCOOBY
I don’t know.

He buries his phone in the sand.

DREW
Where have you been? We’ve been 
searching everywhere for you guys.

JONATHAN
While you were off enjoying the 
museum, we were being chased by the 
Captain’s ghost!

DREW
I’ll have you know, Jonathan, that 
our trip actually led to a clue. 
Tell him, Fred.

FRED
Right. It turns out pirates didn’t 
really talk like pirates.

Everybody’s confused.

DAPHNE
What Fred means is that real 
pirates didn’t say “argh” or 
“yarr”... That’s all make believe.

SHAGGY
You should tell the Captain that.

JONATHAN
Does this mean the mystery’s 
solved?

FRED
Not exactly. But it’s a start.

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

EXT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - DAY

Everyone stands around, unsure how to proceed.

DREW
Now what?

SHAGGY
Does anyone know who the ghost is?

The group is silent.

FRED
I -- uh -- I guess we look for more 
clues then.

Daphne loudly sighs in frustration.

DAPHNE
I’ll go back and look by the boat. 
Don’t follow me.

She marches off.

JONATHAN
[TO FRED] Should we look or --

EXT. BOAT - CONTINUOUS

Once out of the group’s sight, Daphne pulls out her cell 
phone and makes a call.

DAPHNE
I know I said we wouldn’t bother 
you on your date, but --

INT. COFFEE SHOP - INTERCUT

Velma’s back by the bathroom doors again.

VELMA
No, no, it’s fine. What happened?

DAPHNE
First tell me how the date’s going.

VELMA
Daphne, what did you call me for?
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Daphne walks onto Hal’s boat.

DAPHNE
Sorry. We can’t solve the mystery 
without you and I’m tired of being 
here. I thought if I told you the 
clues, maybe you could wrap this up 
like you usually do.

VELMA
Let me hear them.

DAPHNE
Okay, well, so far we know that the 
Captain doesn’t talk like a real 
pirate would.

VELMA
Okay.

DAPHNE
And that’s it.

VELMA
That’s it?

Daphne’s disgusted by a dirty handrail and steps back onto a 
broken floorboard.

DAPHNE
I mean, besides the fact this boat 
is absolutely disgusting. Gross!

VELMA
Jinkies! What a great mystery!

ALAN (O.S.)
Mystery?

REVEAL: Alan is standing behind Velma.

VELMA
Daphne, I have to go.

DAPHNE
Wait! You --

Velma hangs up on her.

ALAN
You’ve been working a case on our 
date?
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VELMA
This is a date?

ALAN
I -- uh -- It’s not? I thought --

VELMA
Oh. I mean, I didn’t realize -- I’m 
sorry. Are you upset?

ALAN
No. I feel a little silly for 
thinking this was a date, but I 
love mysteries. Can I help? I’ve 
actually solved some cases with my 
family and our dog, Chu Chu.

VELMA
We have a dog too!

She smiles. He smiles back. It’s cute.

INT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - SAME

The guys aimlessly search through construction material as 
Daphne returns.

DAPHNE
Okay. It’s solved.

FRED
What? How?

DAPHNE
I found some clues. So let’s trap 
him and go home.

SHAGGY
Who is it?

DAPHNE
It’s -- uh -- a surprise.

FRED
Oh boy! Then this calls for a Jones 
classic... “The Ebenezer Crabbe”.

Shaggy shakes his head dramatically.

SHAGGY
Not that one again.
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JONATHAN
What’s wrong with it?

SHAGGY
We’re the bait.

DAPHNE
You two are always the bait.

SHAGGY
That’s why we always have a problem 
with the traps.

Drew steps forward, à la The Hunger Games.

DREW
I volunteer. I volunteer as bait.

JONATHAN
You do?

DREW
You say I’m afraid of hard work, so 
I’m going to prove you wrong.

SHAGGY
Works for me.

SCOOBY
Me too.

EXT. DRAWBRIDGE - LATER

A nylon line runs across the castle’s entrance, attached to a 
bucket sitting above, on a ledge. Nearby, everyone observes 
the trap, with Fred.

[Reference: The Scooby-Doo Show, s01e01, “High Rise Hair 
Raiser”]

FRED
All right, Drew, you get Captain 
Vasquez to follow you through the 
entrance. He’ll trip over that 
nylon line, causing that plastic 
bucket of quick drying cement to 
fall on him.

INT. VASQUEZ CASTLE - SAME

Captain Vasquez stands at the entrance, listening to them.
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EXT. DRAWBRIDGE - CONTINUOUS

SHAGGY
That oughta freeze him in his 
tracks. [LAUGHS]

Shaggy looks to Scooby for a laugh, but he’s unimpressed.

SCOOBY
Meh.

Captain Vasquez hops out, over the nylon line.

CAPT. VASQUEZ
Ye can’t fool me!

SCOOBY
Yikes!

He leaps into Drew’s arms, causing him to stumble back, over 
the nylon line, dumping the bucket on Captain Vasquez’s feet, 
sticking him in place.

FRED
Worked like a charm.

EXT. DOCKS - LATER

A POLICE OFFICER has the Captain on a hand truck, his feet 
encased in cement. The brothers and gang stand around them.

FRED
All right, Daph, tell us who this 
ghost pirate really is...

DAPHNE
Well, I -- uh --

VELMA (O.S.)
Wait! We’re here!

A boat pulls in with Velma and Alan aboard.

GANG
Velma?

VELMA
I know who it is!

DAPHNE
Thank goodness. [OFF LOOKS] I mean, 
great! Me too.
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FRED
[TO SCOTTS] Guys, this is Velma and 
[RE: ALAN] I don’t know him.

ALAN
Alan Chan.

DAPHNE
How did you figure it out?

VELMA
I put it together from the calls 
each of you made.

FRED
[TO DAPHNE] What happened to “don’t 
bother Velma”?

DAPHNE
I’m sick of this dirty island.

VELMA
I also had some help from Alan.

ALAN
My family solved a similar case 
involving Captain Kidd’s doubloons.

JONATHAN
So who is he?

VELMA
The ferry captain.

Velma pulls off the mask to reveal Hal.

EVERYONE
Hal?

VELMA
As the only person renting boats in 
this area, every visitor to Haunted 
Isle had to go through Hal. So when 
it seemed the property had finally 
been purchased, meaning it might no 
longer be open to the public, he 
knew his business would be in 
trouble. So after years of hearing 
the story of Vasquez’ treasure, he 
decided to go after it himself.
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ALAN
The sounds Velma heard on her call 
with Scooby indicated that the 
sword he was using wasn’t real 
steel, but a plastic replica. And 
when Daphne mentioned the bad shape 
of Hal’s boat, we realized Hal has 
probably been holding off on 
repairs as he cut back on expenses.

HAL
And I would’ve gotten away with it 
too if it weren’t for you meddling 
kids and your dog.

DREW
[CLEARS THROAT] And...?

HAL
And the Scott brothers.

JONATHAN
Does this mean there’s really a 
treasure or not?

VELMA
Scooby, can you grab the Captain’s 
portrait?

Scooby runs into the castle.

VELMA
While movies may have us believe 
pirate treasure is all gold and 
diamonds, what a lot of pirates 
really found valuable was something 
much less exciting.

Scooby returns with the portrait. Alan and Velma turn it 
around and pull off the backing to reveal a bunch of rolled 
up maps. Drew and Jonathan take them out.

DREW
Maps?

SHAGGY
Like, treasure maps?

VELMA
Nope. Before GPS, simple 
navigational information was much 
more valuable to those at sea --
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HAL
What? That’s it?

The police officer wheels him away.

FRED
Guess this means I’ll be driving 
the boat back.

HAL (O.S.)
No!

Velma hands maps to Alan.

VELMA
Sorry I ruined our date that I 
didn’t know was a date.

ALAN
Are you kidding? I’ve been waiting 
forever for another mystery! This 
was great! And -- if it’s okay with 
you, I thought maybe we could go on 
a date that you do know is a date?

Velma blushes.

VELMA
Really?

Daphne shakes Velma.

DAPHNE
Oh my gosh! Velma! Say yes!

VELMA
Daphne! Stop it.

She pushes Daphne aside.

VELMA
Sure. I think I’d like that.

Alan and Velma leave together.

SCOOBY
Scooby-Dooby-Aww...

He lovingly watches Alan and Velma walk to the boat.

END OF SHOW
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